How to host a show time-line
By: Anne St.Onge
Undertaking the task of hosting a live show is a big job. But it can also be a very
rewarding experience. You get to meet people in the hobby you may not have
met before or may never have had the opportunity to meet otherwise. You can
lay out the show in a way you have always wanted. And of course you add
another showing opportunity to your region. Hosting may seem like a
monumental task and it certainly is not a small job. But with some organization
and sticking to a time line hosting can be easier than you think. This time line is
laid out in a way that makes the “why” of the timing easy to understand. It is not
absolutely essential to follow the time-line exactly, it is possible to go outside of it.
But it is a guide to help make planning easier and help you to stay organized.
There are some very important things to remember when hosting a show. If
you are going to apply for NAMHSA qualification you need to follow some rules.
As the show holder you are NOT allowed to show in the show. Neither are your
family members. It is also not proper to put together the show and then put
someone else’s name as the “show secretary” on official NAMHSA paperwork.
The reason for the rules are so the judging is more fair for everyone. After all,
some judges might favor the horses of the person that hired them. But hosting
has so many rewards that missing one day of showing is still a worthwhile
experience. You have the opportunity to make an entire roomful of people happy,
put together a show the way you always wanted to see it. And when you are
hosting it gives you a bit more time to look at everyone else’s lovely horse
collection. There are not many people in the hobby that don’t appreciate some
good eye candy.
This guide is just that, a guide. It is not the only way to host a show, not by a
long shot. But this is what I have worked out to be the easiest way for me. I have
gotten and compiled this information from a variety of sources; other show
holders, documents I have found with hosting ideas and of course, from
experience. Most of the information you can alter a bit to make it work for you.
You can change how you do show packets, the order you do things in or any
number of other things. This is just to help you get started if you don’t know
where to start. And a tool to keep you organized if you do know what to do.
Live show hosting time-line
9 months-1 year ahead of time
__Make class list
__Work on show budget
__Find show hall
__Book show hall
__Pick a charity

4-6 months ahead of time
__Line up judges
__Advertise the show
__Seek donations
2 months ahead of time
__Start work on floor plan
__Order awards
__Apply for NAMHSA approval
1 month ahead of time
__Plan opening remarks
__Check awards when they come in
__Turn in floor plan if applicable
__Work on show booklet
1 week ahead
__Sort ribbons
__Put together show booklet
__Copy judges sheets
__Copy class lists
__Put together show packets
__Organize show packets
__Plan out seating chart
1-3 days ahead of time
__Buy sodas/bottled water
__Buy snacks
__Double check hosting supplies
__Pack hosting supplies
__Get a good nights sleep
Show day
__Get up and eat breakfast
__Stop for coffee/tea/hot chocolate
__Get to hall and make sure tables are in proper place
__Set up hall
__Put out name tags
__Set up show ring markers
__Make sure P.A is all set
__Set out snacks
__Great showers as they enter
__Direct showers to tables
__Morning announcements
__Order lunch
__Use timer to keep classes moving

__Clean up and go to dinner
__Start planning next years show
9 months- 1 year ahead of time:
Make a class list:
The first thing you should do when planning a show is work on a class list. It does
not have to be totally complete, but a good basic idea of what you want for
classes is a good start. You can always ask advice from friends, other hosts, or
the region in general to see if you missed something. It is nice to take into
consideration all the ideas fellow showers come up with, but it is not possible to
put everything into every show. And if you try to make everyone happy all the
time, it just won’t work. Don’t dismiss suggestions instantly, they may turn out to
be a great idea that didn’t occur to you.
A big reason for working on the class list before anything else is it will give you
more of an idea of the space you need, the number of judges and if you know the
showers in your area of the region it may give you an idea of the number of
potential entrants.
There are several different types of shows you can host. You can host an all
halter show, an all performance show, a combination of both or even a specialty
show. Any type of show can be fun if you have enough variety that showers feel
they got a good value for their time and money. It may be “your show” but there
would be no show if you didn’t have entrants.
Work on a show budget:
Once you know what type of show you want to have you will have a good idea of
how many judges you need. That is very important when making a show budget.
It is a nice idea to pay the judges for their time and effort. In this region $50 a day
is average. Sometimes the show can’t afford to pay the judges but if they know
this up front that is not usually a problem. Most judges don’t expect payment but
do appreciate at least some money towards their travel expenses. But the judges
are the backbone of the show so if you can, pay them. Also you should plan on
buying them lunch, possibly dinner and maybe a thank-you gift. If you get judges
from out of town you should also figure in flights if necessary and a place for
them to stay. Allowing them to show for free in a division they are not judging is
usual. Having drinks available for them is a nice gesture as well. All that needs to
be figured into your budget. Here is a sample list of expenses for a large all halter
show.
Show hall-------------------------------$500
Judges ($50 ea X 10)---------------$500
Awards----------------------------------$600
NAN cards-------------------------------$40
Lunch for judges ($10ea)-----------$100

Photo copies---------------------------$100
Miscellaneous------------------------$200
Total--------------------------------------------$2040
Now that is a lot of money! You might wonder how you will ever get enough for
that. Hosting a show is expensive but if you plan it well the show should take
care of it’s own costs. The average show charges between $35 and $40 for
entry. At $35 a person you would need 59 entries to cover your cost. That is very
unlikely to happen. At $40 a person you would need 51 entrants. That is a bit
more realistic but also quite a large number. So what do you do? Either you cut
down on show costs somehow or you do fundraising (more on fundraising later).
You may have to go with less expensive awards or think of other ways to cut
costs. You can ask for sponsors (sometimes local retailers might sponsor a show
or individuals might sponsor a division) you can plan to have a raffle a silent
auction or both. Also keep in mind that the show costs are just estimated. It might
not cost you $100 for photo copies, but it is better to have it in your budget than
to not have it and have to find it. Also the first year of a show usually costs the
most because you have to get the supplies for hosting (more on hosting supplies
later).
If you have cut costs every way you can think of and are comfortable with the
new total budget you should have a better idea of what you have to spend on a
hall, awards and other parts of the show. Now it’s time to find a hall
Search for show halls/ set show date:
You should decide on the time of year you want to host your show. Winter is not
usually a good option because travel conditions might cause last minute show
problems, especially for out-of-town showers. July is not typically a show month
as NAN and Breyerfest are both in that month and showers from all over the
country plan to attend them. Your entries are likely to be fewer at a show in July.
Spring, late Summer and Fall are better options for show dates. Be considerate
when planning your show. Try to pay attention to the annual shows in the region.
Don’t plan your show for the same weekend. You may cut down on your own
shows entrants that way and it is not polite to take the date of an established
show. If you are not sure of a date post to your regional board and ask showers
about several potential dates. A quick posting to gauge interest in your possible
show can get you some ideas for your show, dates of other shows in the region
and very possibly a good vote of confidence. Live showers love showing. That is
the way it is. New shows are usually greeted with enthusiasm and very welcome.
Once you have a couple of dates that you think would work for your show start
looking for show halls. Keep in mind the size of the show you are hosting. You
will need much more room for an all-inclusive show that has multiple divisions
than you would for a specialty show. Ask lots of questions when deciding on a
hall. Does the hall have enough tables (6 foot tables are best and remember, you
need tables for show rings, donations, hosting supplies as well as for the
entrants) and chairs? Is there an extra cost for them? Is there a P.A. system? Is

food allowed in the hall? Is it handicap accessible? Do you have to set up the
tables and chairs yourself? Is there good lighting? Are you allowed to hold a
raffle? Is the hall climate controlled? There is no hard and fast rule about what
type of show hall you need to get. But take into consideration the size of your
show so there will be adequate space for showers to set up and move between
tables without having to climb over each other, make sure the show rings are far
enough apart that they won’t get bumped easily from people walking by. And
lighting is essential to a good show. You can’t judge easily in the dark.
Once you have found a hall that you think is suitable, work on pricing.
Remember that the fee for the hall is likely to be one of the largest parts of your
budget. You can get some very good halls for reasonable money if you look
around. Try churches and schools, Elks and Moose lodges, VFW halls, Knights
of Columbus and any other
meeting or banquet halls you can find. Be careful of hidden costs though. I have
found from experience that schools and churches may have hidden costs or
different costs for different groups. Tell your contact person at the hall what you
want it for (expect a few funny looks as you explain what a model horse show is)
and ask what the total cost would be for certain amounts of time. Some halls will
give you one flat rate for the entire day. Some charge by the hour. Some charge
a flat rate for a block of hours and then more for additional hours. It is a good
idea to plan to have the hall for about 12 hours including your set-up and cleanup time. That way you don’t have to rush the show too much and make yourself
crazy. Hosting can be stressful enough, you don’t have to make it harder on
yourself. Keep in mind your total show budget. You don’t want to spend twice as
much as you planned on a hall. But also be reasonable, you can’t always get a
great hall for free (that would be nice though).
Now that you have found the hall you liked and talked about pricing talk about
dates. Have a couple of dates in mind in case your first choice is already booked.
Once you have settled on a date you usually have to pay a deposit to hold the
hall for your day (and unless you already have a show fund you may have to pay
out of pocket and then pay yourself back later). Make sure you get a contract! It
is very important to have your date and time locked in place so you don’t end up
on show day with nowhere to hold your show. Make sure you understand the
contract so there won’t be surprises later.
Pick a charity:
It is not essential to support a charity with your show but it certainly is nice. There
are many worthwhile charities, both horse and non-horse related, that are in
need of funds to keep their programs going. If you are thinking of supporting a
charity do some research on the ones that you like to make sure any donations
will be going to the actual charity and not to someone’s personal bank account. If
you don’t like the way the charity is run or the way the donations are spent, pick
another one. There are so many to choose from that you will have seemingly
endless choices. If they have a web site you may want to bookmark it so you can

send your showers a link if they are interested in the charity. It is also nice to add
a bit about the charity in your show booklet if you plan on having one.
4 months-6 months ahead of time:
Start looking for judges:
As stated previously, judges are the backbone of a show. You just can’t have a
show without them. To have a good show you need to have knowledgeable
judges that can do their job in a timely fashion to keep the show running on time.
You also want a judge that is focused on judging. Allowing them to show in a
division they are not judging is nice but if they spend all their time fussing over
their entries they are going to hold up a show. You can look up judges lists for
potential judges, ask other show holders for ideas, post to your regional group
and ask hobby friends for suggestions of who might be able and willing to judge.
If you can, find out if the potential judge is qualified for the judging position they
want. Having a performance judge that doesn’t know the difference between an
English and Western saddle is a bad choice. Hiring a new judge is not always a
bad thing. Everyone has to start somewhere, but make sure they have some
background that can help them do their job. If you can it is also good to have a
back-up judge that is knowledgeable in everything. Not everyone can do it all, but
if you have a qualified all-around back-up judge you will have an easier time of
things if one of your judges can’t make it on show day. Sometimes the
unexpected happens and it is easier to be prepared. Good planning will make the
show go smoothly and make it less stressful for you on show day.
Start advertising:
You need to advertise your show if you want to have entrants. There are several
ways to do this and the more advertising you do, the more potential entrants you
can reach. You can post on chat boards like blab, haynet or fallen leaves. You
usually can get an ad in hobby publications if you get it in early enough. Put a
post on your regional group, have information to pass out at other live shows you
may attend. There are a number of ways to advertise your show. Also when you
apply for NAN qualification the show will be listed on the NAMHSA website on
the show list. Ask other hosts how they advertise as well. Sometimes you may
only reach a couple of new people with a new posting, but those couple people
may tell more people as well.
Start seeking donations:
Now is also a good time to start looking for donations for your show. You can
email painters, tack makers, prop makers, accessory makers, model horse
dealers, stuffed toy companies, etc. Pretty much anything goes if it is horse
related. You can also post ads on MH$P and your regional group asking for
donations for your show. Cleaning out some of your hobby items is also a way to

get show donations. Some entrants will also bring things to the show to be
raffled. The more items you have for your raffle, the more money you can
potentially raise. Be polite when asking for donations and personalize your letter.
Remember, the donors are giving you their money, time or both when they
donate, be respectful of that. A sample letter seeking donations is below.
Dear Tanya Tack-Maker,
My name is Harriet show hostess. I will be hosting the model crazy bash on
such-and-such a date 200_ in Plasticponyville, Fakestate. The show web site is
www.modelcrazybash.fakesite.com. This will be the third year I have hosted this
show. Last year we had 45 entrants (if this is the first year of the show you can
leave this out or say how many entrants the show hall can fit).
I saw your lovely tack on such-and-such web site and it is beautiful. I was
hoping you would be able to donate something to the show. Proceeds from the
show will go to the Unplanned Equine Adoption Network. Their web site is
WWW.UPEAN.fakesite.org. Last year we were able to raise $500 for the program.
Anything you could donate would be appreciated.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Harriet Show Hostess
Model Crazy Bash
This is of course a sample letter and the show name, people’s names and the
charity as well as it’s web site are fake (my husband made up the organization
name for me). But it gives you a good idea of how to write the letter. You can add
more information if you wish, but it is important to have your name, the show
name, date and location, the name of the charity you are supporting (if
applicable), a web site for your show if you have one and the charity if they have
one. It is also a good idea to say something nice to people when asking for
donations. Remember, they are giving you their time and money when they
donate, they should at least be treated well. It is a nice gesture to send out thank
you cards or at least thank you emails after the show. You can tell them how
many raffle tickets were sold or how much money was raised. Donors like to
know that they are appreciated.
2 months before the show
Start working on a floor plan
Having a floor plan is important for a number of reasons. First off you need to
know how many entrants, show tables and vendors you can fit in the hall without
people having to climb all over each other. Some people don’t mind but it is
certainly not the ideal way to hold a show. If possible you should start with the
dimensions of the hall. That way you can work out (with some careful math)

exactly how much you can fit. There are some things to consider when planning
out your show hall.
• Make sure that fire exits are not covered and that there is a clear path to get
to them.
• Make sure you have enough show ring tables so you can run divisions
concurrently (and get set-up for upcoming classes) to save time. No one
wants to get out of a show at 2:00 in the morning.
• Make sure you have adequate room between show tables. The judges should
be able to walk between them comfortably and bend to inspect models
without worry about hitting the table behind them. A good 4 feet (or more) is
usually good.
• Make sure you have at least 4 feet between entrants tables, though more is
better. You should be able to pull out a chair from each table. It is better to be
able to pull out 2 chairs and still have room to walk between them (for the
showers against the walls)
• Make sure your donations tables (if applicable) are in an easy to get to area
and are not in the way of show rings or entrants tables.
Having a workable layout with plenty of room is useful for you as a show holder
because it becomes a valuable show planning tool. It is also sometimes
necessary to turn in a floor plan to the hall so they can set things up for you.
Once you have a floor plan that works for the safety, comfort and convenience of
your showers you will have relieved yourself of a good amount of stress on show
day.
Order awards
Now is about the time you want to order your awards. This like many other steps
in hosting a show can be done sooner if you wish, but you should have them
selected and be ready to order at least 2 months before your show. The awards
are some of the most fun parts of a show. It is your show so you can create the
prizes you always wanted to see at a show. You need to make some decisions
before ordering of course. For ease of descriptions I am going to concentrate
only on flat ribbons and rosettes. You can of course come up with any number of
creative and unique awards to personalize your show. You can have paper flats
which saves money but takes more time since you have to come up with the
design, work up a “master” sheet, make photo copies and then cut them out
neatly. You could also do all the work by hand but that would take an
extraordinarily long time and would add more stress than you need to your
planning. You can also make hand-made neck ribbons for awards, but without
helpers to aid you in assembly you will be spending a lot of time on ribbons.
Ordering custom flats is a bit more expensive than paper flats but they will be
very professional looking and it saves you a lot of time in the planning process.
You need to know several things before you order.
• How many classes you have in total. Make sure to order some extra flats for
each class in case of splits.
• How many places you have (ex. 1-6 or 1-10)

•

If the class is double judged (for both breed and collectibility/workmanship)
you need double the amount of ribbons. It is also a good idea to have two
shades of the ribbon color with a master chart of which color is for which
section (ex. Blue for breed and light blue for collectibility/workmanship)
• What you want the ribbons to say. If you plan on doing ribbon recycling
(saving the ribbons for the next year’s show to save money) you should only
put the show name on it, not the date. And of coarse the placing
• What you want for a logo. Ribbon companies have a good amount of stock
designs and most will let you upload your own design as well. There is almost
always a fee for this service.
Once you know all those details ordering will go much more quickly. The process
for ordering rosettes is similar with a few variations.
• Know what style of rosette you want, companies have many different styles of
rosette from simple to elaborate. The cost for different styles also varies
widely. There is also usually an extra charge for specialty ribbon and extra
length.
• Know what color(s) you want your rosettes to be
The rest of the process for ordering rosettes is very similar to ordering flats. You
need to know what you want on them and as some people will also recycle
rosettes it is good to have the show name and placing (ex. Champion, reserve
champion, top 10) but not the date. You also need a design for the center button
on the rosette. Usually it is the same design you have on your flat ribbons.
Over the years I have ordered from a lot of different ribbon companies. I have
found that Hodges Badge Co. is very reliable and easy to work with. I have never
had problems when ordering from them. Their web address is
www.hodgesbadge.com
Apply for NAMHSA approval
This is another step that can be done much earlier if you wish but you MUST
apply for NAMHSA approval no less than 60 days before your show date. Just as
you need time to plan your show they need time to print up the NAN cards and
get them sent out. You also need time just in case you are short on cards and
need to request more. In my experience the NAMHSA show secretary is very
efficient and I have never had a problem with my card count. There are usually
extras included in case of class splits as well.
The process of applying is very easy. You need to have several things to apply
for NAMHSA approval for your show. The complete list of rules can be found on
the NAMHSA web site. www.namhsa.org click on “become a member” .Under
show memberships there is a link to requirements for membership. That will give
you a complete list of rules and what you need to properly apply for approval.
Here is a list of the basics.
• Draft show packet: you must have the show date, show location, complete
final class list (no drafts) rules, regulations and limits for showing. Name,

address and phone number of person responsible for show (ex. Show
secretary) an email address is useful as well.
• You also need to send a completed member show application (can be found
on the NAMHSA site here http://namhsa.org/showmembershipapplication.htm
• Membership fee: the fee varies by how many NAN cards you need for your
show. There is a formula on the site to figure out just how many you need.
But it is pretty basic. If you are having a performance show you need 2x the
number of classes you have. If it is a double judged halter show you need 2x
2x the number of classes. The reason for this is the first 2 placings in each
class get a NAN card. If you are double judging you need 2 for breed and 2
for collectibility/workmanship.
• You need an advertising plan. A NAN qualifying show must be advertised
publicly as well as open to the public (no invitation only shows). There are
lots of ideas of where you can advertise your show. You can post an ad on
your regional yahoo group, put an ad on MH$P, Rio Rondo also has a spot on
their site for a list of upcoming shows. Breyer will put an ad in JAH and list the
show on their website and you can ask dealers that carry Breyers, Stones
and other horse items if they will list your show on their website or in any
newsletters they send out.
Once you send in for approval the process is simple. You just wait for approval
(and then you can advertise your show as NAN qualifying) and you wait for your
NAN cards.
One month ahead
Plan opening remarks
Now getting up in front of a show hall full of people might be your worst
nightmare. I’ll admit, I am not good at public speaking, but there are
announcements that need to be made prior to the start of a show. If you have an
announcer you can pass off the opening remarks to him or her. But as the host it
is a nice gesture to say something to everyone. Important things to let the
showers know
• Location of the bathrooms. This information may or may not be obvious, but if
you let people know where the bathrooms are located you won’t have to
repeat it over and over individually all through the day.
• If the hall has particular rules (such as no tape on the walls) let showers
know.
• Let everyone know when lunch will be. An approximate time is OK as long as
it is reasonable (ex. “about” noon)
• If you have show sponsors you may want to announce this information now. If
you have class sponsors you can announce them at the beginning of the
show or right before the class.
• Let people know how much raffle tickets are and where they can purchase
them.
• If you have a specific time limit on the hall it is very important to share.

• Make sure to welcome everyone and thank them for coming
A lot of this information (except maybe the location of the bathrooms if you have
not included a map of the hall) may be in the show packets. But not everyone
looks at the packets and important information should be announced.
Check awards when they come in
When the awards get to you count them to make sure you have what you
ordered. Check them over to make sure there were no misprints and that
everything else is as it should be. Store them carefully so they don’t get creased
or wrinkled. If you have curly rosettes they can be hung up overnight. That
usually straightens them out. If that doesn’t help you can also iron them (on the
back where there is no print). Be careful of your setting as you don’t want to burn
them.
If there are any problems with the awards call the company right away. You
want to get things fixed as soon as possible.
Note Hodges Badge Co. will sometimes hold delivery until very close to your
show date. The reason for this is so you don’t have to store the awards for a long
period of time. If they are not there right away don’t panic. If it is about a week
before and they are still not there, call. Hodges is a very reliable company and
your awards will be perfect. If there is anything wrong they will be fixed in time for
your show
Turn in floor plan
If your show hall requires that you turn in a floor plan prior to your show date now
is a good time to do it. A week before is usually acceptable as well. This gives
the hall time to plan how many helpers THEY need to set up your event. It is
especially important if they happen to have an event in the hall after yours.
Work on show booklet
A show booklet is not a necessary part of the show but it is a nice touch and can
be a lot of fun to put together. You can have a section to thank the showers for
coming, name the judges and say thank you to them as well. You can say
something about the charity you are supporting. You can include the class list,
other important information and also you can offer ad space. Having ad space in
the show booklet is nice because it ads interest to your show packet and offering
free ad space is also a nice way to thank people that donated to the show.
The show booklet usually takes a bit of time if you do a nice job and that is the
reason to start it early. You should tell donors (or people buying ad space) that
they should have their ad in at least a week prior to the show. If you have most of
the booklet together ahead of time you can add the last minute items right before
printing.
1 week ahead

Sort ribbons
A week ahead of time sort your ribbons. Put them in stacks for each class. If you
are placing 1-6 you should have a 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th place ribbon. Also
put 2 NAN cards in for each section that is being judged (as well as 2 region X
cards) keep performance, breed and collectibility/workmanship stacks separate.
This will make things much easier on show day. You can just stack them all
together but I like to clip them together with a paper clip. It keeps things together
and are much easier to grab quickly on show day.
Put together show booklet
You should have all your final information for your show booklet together at this
point. Add any final ads or changes, double check everything and then get
printing. You want to have at least enough for every show entrant but it is nice to
have extras for anyone that donated to the show. Sending the show booklets out
to donors after the show with a nice note saying thank you and how much money
was raised is a very nice gesture.
Copy judges sheets
You should have a sheet for the judge to put, at the very least, the class
name/number number of horses, possibly the judges name or initials, section
being judged (breed, collectibility, workmanship, performance) and space for
placings. It is also nice to have extra space in case the judge would like to take
some notes while judging.
Make sure you have enough judges sheets. If you are double judging you need
to have 2 sheets per class. If you have 50 classes you need 100 judges sheets. It
is good to have some extras in case of mistakes.
Copy class lists
You need to have at least enough class lists for every show entrant. It is a good
idea to have some extras. You will probably want one to keep track of what class
is being judged and if you have an announcer you may want one for him or her.
A few extra above and beyond that is also advisable. An entrant might misplace
their class list during the show (it happens) or there may be a guest that would
like one as well.
Put together show packets
Having a large envelope or folder to hold all the show packet information is good.
You should have
• The class lists
• Show booklet
• Lunch tickets (if applicable)

•
•
•

Name tag (name tags are a good idea as they help people get to know each
other. These can also be clipped on the outside of the show packet so you
know who’s packet is who’s)
Map of the show hall (if applicable)
Any other items you want all the showers to have.

Organize show packets
Put the packets together in some kind of order that makes sense to you that
makes things easier on show day. Alphabetical, or whatever. If you have a line of
people waiting for their show packets you want to be able to find them quickly.
DO NOT give anyone their show packet without getting their list of horses from
them. These are very important for doing the results
Plan out seating chart
It’s a good idea to have a seating chart for the show. A lot of people will put on
their entry forms who they would like to sit near. There were also probably
sections for what divisions they will be entering into. All these things should be
taken into consideration when planning out the seating chart. If someone is
showing in only OF plastic and you seat them near the AR/CM ring across the
room it is not going to be good for the traffic flow of the room. It is not always
possible to put people exactly where they want to be, but with some thought and
planning you can usually make people fairly happy with their seating
arrangements.
When planning out the seating chart you should also make name tags for the
tables. That way people will be able to find their seats on show day and you
won’t have to personally walk everyone to their tables. These are easy to do. All
you have to do is make a list (with a few extra spaces) of all the show entrants.
Put it in a large font on your computer and print them out. Make sure that names
were not cut off between pages while printing. Then cut the name tags out. I like
to put them in order according to the seating chart. It makes it quick and easy to
set them on the right tables on show day.
Note: it is a good idea to have an extra table just in case you have someone pop
in on show day. I have had people enter by proxy (which means that you pay
your entry but you will not be at the show and someone else is showing your
horses for you) and then they showed up in the hall. Having a place to put the
surprise people is nice. If your show is full then don’t worry about it. That is part
of the reason to have a clear set of rules in your show packet.
1-3 days ahead of time
Buy sodas/bottled water

Make sure you buy enough soda (of various kinds) and water to have for lunch (if
you are including it) and for yourself, your show helpers and your judges.
Buy snacks
Make sure to get some snacks for yourself. Hosting is hard work and you don’t
want to be week from hunger. If you have some extra money in your show fund
you might also consider buying extra snacks for your judges or possibly for any
showers that want them.
Double check hosting supplies
Make sure you have the things you need for show day. There are lots of options
but some very useful supplies are:
• Enough clipboards for all the judges
• Pens and/or pencils for you and the judges
• Note cards or paper (just in case)
• Plastic cups for raffle items
• Raffle tickets
• Cooler with ice for drinks (if applicable)
• Show packets
• Extra class lists
• Judges sheets
• Awards
• Cash box for raffle ticket money
• Post-It notes for the judges to use to write suggestions or notes for an entry
(i.e. Bit fell out of mouth, The saddle is far back, There is dust in between the
horse's ears, etc.)
•
plastic baskets for left over flats, rubber bands, binder clips, etc.
• Scotch tape
• paper clips
• scissors,
• markers
• egg timer(s)
• extra leg tags (many showers lose their tags)
Pack hosting supplies
Put all your hosting supplies together in a box or tote. I have a tote that is just for
my hosting supplies and I keep everything together at all times. Before a show I
make sure I don’t need anything new. The more things you have in one place the
easier it will be to remember to bring all your supplies.
Don’t forget to also gather up any donations that you have been sent for the
show.

Get a good nights sleep
Go to bed early the night before the show. You will have a lot to do the next day
and want to get as much rest as you can.
Show day
Get up and eat breakfast
Some people don’t like to eat in the morning but it is a good idea if you can
handle it. You need energy since the start of a show can be very busy and you
want to be able to focus on all the things you have to do. Make sure you leave
enough time between getting up and getting ready to still get to the hall about an
hour before the doors open to the public.
Stop for coffee/tea/hot chocolate
I like to get coffee for myself and my judges on the way to the show. If I don’t
know everyone’s preferences I get a “box of Joe” from Dunkin Donuts and let
people make their own coffee. I also like to get a few boxes of munchkins for
everyone to share. It’s a nice touch and gives you something to munch on during
the hectic start of the show.
Get to hall and make sure tables are in proper place
Once you get to the hall make sure that the tables are laid out the way they need
to be. Sometimes some adjustments need to be made but if you have handed in
a carefully done floor plan hopefully your work will be less.
Put out name tags
Make sure all the name tags are on the appropriate tables. That way if anyone
shows up early you will be able to pause in your set-up and let them know where
to look for their seat.
Set up hall
Put out donations with a plastic cup in front of (or behind) each item. If you have
silent auction items lay them out as well, with the bidding sheets. Set up your
hosting table so you know where everything is and can efficiently hand out the
show packets. Don’t forget to breathe
Set up show ring markers

Put out show ring numbers and if you have some sort of system for marking what
class is in the ring, put those out as well. Some people use binders with pages
that can be flipped. Some people use stand up frames which can have the class
name slipped in. Some people use wipe boards. There are lots of ideas that
make things easier for the entrants, the show holder and the announcer
especially to know what class is in what ring.
Make sure P.A is all set
If you are using a public address system make sure it is all set up and working.
This is very important as if the show is large and loud you will get very tired of
yelling over the crowd all day long. Make sure you have a microphone and it is
properly plugged in.
Set out snacks
If you brought snacks set them out. A good spot is usually on the hosting table(s)
or if you have a spot that is more convenient that can work as well.
Great entrants as they enter
Say hello to the showers as they enter and hand out the show packets. Make
sure you get the list of horses they will be showing that day. This is very
important for doing the results later.
Direct showers to tables
Let the showers know where they are seated. You should have your seating
chart so you can check and see where everyone’s place is.
Morning announcements
Make your morning announcements. Tell the entrants the time you will need to
be out of the show hall, when lunch is, the location of the bathrooms and any
other information they need to know. Make sure to thank them for coming and to
welcome them again.
Order lunch
Order lunch (if applicable) with enough time to spare so it will come at the time
you set aside for lunch. About 45 minutes to an hour before your lunchtime is
probably about the right timing. Depending on where you are ordering from. You
might want to check ahead of time. Preordering is a good idea as well if it is an
option.

Use timer to keep classes moving
Throughout the show use an egg timer to keep the classes moving. If you said 10
minutes between performance classes, set the timer and when it goes off have it
announced that the class is closed. Some people are not very considerate of
others and will take more than their fair share of time to set things up which can
hold up a show. Stick to your time limits for EVERYONE and then no one will
have anything to complain about.
Clean up and go to dinner
Once the show is over thank everyone for coming, clean up and go have dinner.
If you need to take the trash out make sure to do that first as well as anything
else that was required for you to use the hall. Then just relax, eat, talk with your
judges or other showers that went out with you and have a good time. You made
it through the day!
Start planning next years show
Give yourself a little bit of a break and then start planning the show for next year.
Keeping records and staying organized
As you are planning the show it is very important to keep records of several
different things. There are many ways you can do this. You can keep a notebook
(hard copy) files on your computer, a section of the show website. It’s up to you
exactly how you stay organized but staying organized in some way is very
important. You should keep records of:
• Who has entered the show
• Who has opted for the lunch option (if applicable)
• Who you have asked to donate (so you don’t forget and ask twice)
• Who has agreed to donate and what
• List of donation as they come in
• Money coming in (show fees, early auction items, donation)
• Money going out (hall down payment, NAN fees, awards, etc)
It’s important to have a list of who entered the show for many reasons. One, it will
give you a count of how many people you have total, you will have a much easier
time putting together show packets, etc. You can cut down the number of list you
need by adding a little asterisk next to the names of people that ordered lunch:
Tanya Tackmaker
* Sharon Shower
* Dina Dollmaker
Natasha Novice

Now you have 2 lists in one and all you need for a lunch count is to go down the
right hand side of your list. Then when you make up the show packets just put
the lunch tickets in the ones who opted for it.
A list of who you asked to donate is a very good idea. An artist or other hobby
crafter most likely gets asked to donate to many shows. It’s a good idea as well
as polite to not ask the same person more than once. If you don’t get a response
your email may have gone astray, or the artist may not be able to donate to your
show and not like saying no. When asking for donations you should expect to
hear no at least a few times and be ignored a lot. I like to keep my list of who I
have asked on the computer. It is very easy to update it that way. It might look
something like this to start:
Tanya Tackmaker-?
Dina Dollmaker-?
Pat Propmaker-?
Polly Painter-?
When I start to hear back from people I can easily update the list:
Tanya Tackmaker-?
Dina Dollmaker-yes! (CM doll)
Pat Propmaker-?
Polly Painter-yes! (CM stablemate)
That way I know who I have asked, who said they can donate and what they will
be sending. When the donations start to arrive you can either update the list to
also say received after the name or you can change the color of the text for that
person. As long as you know what your records mean that is what matters. That
way you will also have a list of what was donated (and if the donator changes
their mind you can change the item on your list) so you can make sure you have
everything on show day.
The last really important thing you need for organization is a show bank book.
You can set it up like a checkbook or just make a list with money coming in and
going out. Whatever works for you but be specific. You want to remember where
money went if your memory gets foggy in a few weeks. Here is a sample show
bank book list:
3/24/09 entry received
45.00
45.00
4/15/09 sponsorship money
50.00
95.00
4/22/09 NAMHSA fees paid
-40.00
55.00
6/12/09 3 entries received
130.00
185.00
This way you know when the money came in, what it was for and how much is in
your show account. Most people do not have a separate bank account for their
show so keeping careful records of what is coming in and going out is important.
If you are using your own checking account you should also have a separate list
for yourself so you know how much of the money is your money and how much is
show money. I have found that using a savings account is easier to keep track of

and all you have to do is transfer money to your checking account to pay the
show bills.

